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Abstract 

Microscopic traffic simulators are useful tools for designing, evaluating and optimizing 

transportation systems. In order for a simulator to accurately describe reality, the 

corresponding traffic model must be properly calibrated. However, the calibration can be 

rather difficult when the model is computationally expensive and has many parameters. To 

overcome these difficulties, Sensitivity Analysis (SA) can be applied as an essential 

instrument for supporting model calibration. Through SA the practitioners can obtain 

valuable information about the relationship between model inputs and outputs, and hence 

focus on the proper set of most influential parameters for the calibration. Notice, however, 

that many quantitative SA techniques may also fail with computationally expensive models.  

To address the above issues, in this paper we developed the quasi-OTEE method, an 

efficient and qualitative SA approach based on the Elementary Effects (EE) method. The 

quasi-OTEE approach is able to screen the most influential parameters of a complex model 

through computing and comparing their Sensitivity Indexes. With the improved sampling 

strategy, this approach is much more efficient than the original EE method. The approach is 

validated through a numerical analysis, and a case study of a small synthetic network in 

Aimsun. A more detailed case study of the Zurich network in VISSIM is then provided to 

illustrate its application. The results demonstrate that the proposed approach is an effective 

SA tool for the computationally expensive microscopic traffic models, as well as other 

complex models in the general scientific community. 

 

Keywords: sensitivity analysis, quasi-OTEE, microscopic traffic simulation, 

computationally expensive model, calibration. 

 

1. Introduction 

Microscopic traffic simulators are useful tools for designing, evaluating and optimizing 

transportation systems. In order for a simulator to accurately describe reality, it must be 

supported by a valid traffic model, and it must be properly calibrated. Calibration implies that 

the input parameters (e.g., driving behavior, desired speed) allow the model to recreate the 

specific network under certain circumstances (i.e., replicate observations, field measurements, 

and other empirical data). This step is vital, but can be rather complex. Such complexity is 

especially severe when the model contains a large number of parameters (many of them might 

be unobservable in the field and/or hard to measure), and/or when the simulation model lacks 

transparency (e.g., the algorithm used is not accessible to the model user, the input data is 

processed in a black box). In addition, when the modeled network is complex, even running 

the simulation itself might be very time consuming. Due to the limitation of available time 

and other resources, when dealing with a computationally expensive model, one feasible way 

is to calibrate only the most influential parameters (i.e., the parameters whose variations are 
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expected to have significant impacts on the model output). Through fine tuning these 

parameters, it is expected that the model outputs can be efficiently adjusted towards the target 

values 0. 

To select the correct set of influential parameters from a complex model, one widely 

adopted instrument in the general scientific community is the Sensitivity Analysis (SA) [1]. 

SA can be defined as the study of how the variations in the model outputs can be attributed to 

the variations in the model inputs [2]. Through providing the modeler qualitative and/or 

quantitative information regarding the effects of parameters and their variations on the 

simulation results, SA can help to efficiently identify the most critical parameters for the 

subsequent calibration.  

Unfortunately, to the authors’ knowledge, there are few examples in which the SA of 

microscopic traffic models is performed: the authors of [3] and [4] used the One-At-a-Time 

(OAT) method to evaluate the variance of the VISSIM output. The variance-based SA 

approach was employed in [5] for calibrating VISSIM; in [6], [7], and [8] for Aimsun; and in 

[9] and [10] for Paramics. In [1], Kriging metamodelling was employed to approximate and 

simplify the original complex model in order to investigate the effects of different 

optimization algorithms. Despite these examples, there appears to be no previous research 

suggesting a general method for the sensitivity analysis of traffic simulation models. 

Furthermore, when the traffic model is complex and has many parameters, many traditional 

SA techniques (e.g., Monte Carlo approaches, for details see [2]) are unfeasible because of 

the high computational demand of the traffic model itself. 

This paper aims at providing a practical and efficient SA approach, which is especially 

useful for computationally expensive microscopic traffic models. The proposed approach is 

developed based on the Elementary Effects (EE) method [11], but represents a significant 

improvement in terms of efficiency. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a 

brief review of the EE Method and other modifications made until now. Section 3 explains 

the methodology for the proposed SA approach, and demonstrates two validation 

experiments. Section 4 illustrates a case study based on a real calibration project with the City 

of Zurich. Section 5 presents the conclusions and some recommendations for future research. 

 

2. Review of Elementary Effects Method 
 

2.1. Introduction of Elementary Effects Method 

The Elementary Effects (EE) method is a qualitative and stochastic approach developed by 

Morris [11] for screening the influential parameters from a complex model [2]. It has been 

successfully applied in different fields such as environmental engineering [12] and chemistry 

[13], but never in traffic engineering. The main feature of the EE method is described below. 

The EE method employs the OAT design in the data sampling. Suppose a model Y has k 

independent parameters. For any possible value of these k parameters in the input space, i.e., 

X = [X1, X2, …, Xk], the corresponding model output Y(X) is then defined as Y(X1, X2, …, Xk). 

If only the i-th parameter in X is changed by a certain value, e.g., to Xi+Δ, while all other 

parameters remain unchanged, the output will consequently be Y(X1, X2, …, Xi-1, Xi+Δ, 

Xi+1,…, Xk). The Elementary Effect of the i-th parameter (i.e., EEi) is then defined as: 

1 1 1 1 1 1
( , ..., , , , ..., ) ( , ..., , , , ..., )

i i i k i i i k

i

Y X X X X X Y X X X X X
E E

   
  




   (1) 

As the Elementary Effect itself is indeed a local sensitivity measure, to evaluate the global 

sensitivity of the model, the above calculation should be performed throughout the whole 
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input space based on random samples. By randomly generating a certain number (e.g., m) of 

X in the input space, and each time only changing the i-th parameter by Δ, then m EEs of the 

i-th parameter can be obtained according to the definition above. The mean μ, the standard 

deviation σ, and the absolute mean μ* of these m EEs, which are called the Sensitivity 

Indexes (SI), can be derived as: 

1

1 m j

i ij
E E

m



           (2) 
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           (4) 

where 
j

i
E E is the Elementary Effect of the i-th parameter computed by using the j-th 

random sample of X. 

According to [11] and [13], the SI can be used to classify the parameters as: 

1) negligible parameters (μ* is low); 

2) parameters with linear and additive effects but no interactions with others (μ* is high 

but σ is low); and 

3) parameters with non-linear effects and/or strong interactions with others (μ* and σ are 

both high). 

In addition, when μ is low but μ* is high, the parameter will have oscillating effects (i.e., 

both positive and negative effects) depending on the value of other parameters. 

Furthermore, it is possible that some model parameters can have strong correlations during 

the SA, and they may cause different impacts on the model outputs when they are changed 

simultaneously versus individually. In such case, a possible solution is performing the above 

analysis using the EE method for each individual parameter first, and calculating the μ* and σ 

respectively. Then in the second round of SA, we put the parameters with relatively similar 

μ* and σ into a same group, and redo the sampling in the input space based on groups (i.e., in 

the group sampling, unlike the original OAT design, all parameters in a group are changed at 

the same time, for details see [2]). Finally the μ* of different groups are calculated and used 

to further derive the sensitivity information (interested readers may refer to the example of 

group SA for the Oakley-O’Hagan function in [2]). 

According to the definition above, two model runs are required to calculate one EE for one 

model parameter: first with the initial inputs [X1, X2, …, Xi-1, Xi, Xi+1,…, Xk], and then 

with the varied inputs [X1, X2, …, Xi-1, Xi+Δ, Xi+1,…, Xk]. Suppose in a k-parameter 

model, m EEs are needed for calculating the global SI of each parameter, then 2mk runs of 

the model are required, i.e., the computational cost of the basic EE method is 2mk. 
 

2.2. Improvement by Tampling with Morris Trajectories 

To improve the efficiency of the EE method, we can sample the parameter input space by 

using the Morris trajectories [11]. Figure 1 gives an example of one Morris trajectory for a 

model with two parameters (named X1 and X2). 

The first point P
0
 is randomly picked in the input space with the coordinates [X1

0
, X2

0
]. The 

second point P
1
 is generated by randomly increasing or decreasing the value of one parameter 

by a certain value Δ based on P
0
. Hence, the coordinates of P

1
 in this case, for example, are 

[X1
0
+Δ, X2

0
]. The third point P

2
 is generated in the same way but by changing another 

parameter based on P
1
, and its coordinates are [X1

0
+Δ, X2

0
+Δ]. According to the above 

definition of EE, two EEs can be obtained based on the three sampling points: 
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Figure 1. Illustration of One Morris trajectory Created for a 2-parameter Model 

The example above indicates that for a k-parameter model, a trajectory with k+1 points can 

provide k EEs (one per parameter). Therefore, by randomly sampling m trajectories in the 

input space, each parameter can get the same amount of EEs (i.e., m) as before, but only 

m(k+1) model runs are needed. 

 

2.3. Improvement by Sampling with Optimized Trajectories 

Since all Morris trajectories are randomly generated, it is possible that many of them 

overlap in a certain area of the input space. Using the overlapping trajectories for data 

sampling may result in a poor representation of the input space while requiring many 

unnecessary model executions. To overcome such drawback, an improved sampling design 

was proposed in [13]: based on a high number of Morris trajectories, a subset of the most 

spread trajectories is taken out as the Optimized Trajectories (OT) set. The concept “spread” 

is defined based on the Euclidean distance dTi,Tj between any two trajectories Ti and Tj: 

2

0 0 1
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( ) ( )     

0                                                               o th e rw is e
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        (7) 

where k is the number of parameters, Xr
p
(i) is the r-th coordinate of the p-th point in trajectory 

Ti. For a set (i.e., S) of n trajectories (i.e., S = {T1, T2, …, Tn}), the total distance DS of this set 

is defined as: 

2

,1 1
0 .5 * ( )

i j

n n

S T Ti j
D d

 
           (8) 

By enumerating all sets that contain n trajectories from the original set of m random Morris 

trajectories (n << m), the set with the maximum DS is selected as the OT set, and the number 
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of model runs is accordingly reduced to n(k+1). The number of Morris trajectories (i.e., m) is 

usually chosen between 500 and 1000 (e.g., [2], [13] and [14]), but there is currently no 

standard rule for the choice of n. Although some empirical studies such as [13] and [15] have 

shown that 10 to 20 OT are sufficient to provide satisfactory results, the authors of [14] and 

[16] argued that a high value of n (e.g., 100) should be considered, especially when there are 

many nonlinear interactions among the parameters. As a rule-of-thumb, one possible way to 

find the optimal n is to increase the number of optimized trajectories gradually, and calculate 

the corresponding rankings of the parameters based on the SI. The optimal n is reached once 

the rankings (especially the rankings of the most influential parameters) converge. It should 

be noted that although a high value of n is expected to raise the accuracy of the SA, it may 

make the initial screening unfeasible when running the simulation is computationally 

expensive and/or there are many parameters. In practice, a reasonable n should be adopted by 

considering both the accuracy and efficiency of the SA. 

The advantage of using OT for sampling is that with the same number of trajectories, they 

can cover more sampling points than any other non-OT. Hence, it facilitates a better scanning 

of the input space without increasing the number of model runs [2]. As a result, the same SI 

can be achieved by sampling with OT, but the number of model executions is greatly reduced. 

Moreover, because the OT sampling can ensure a good scan of the input space by itself, it is 

not necessary to use other sampling approaches such as Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS, for 

more details see [2]) to produce the Morris trajectories at the beginning [13]. 

However, when the model is complex and has many inputs, the combinatorial optimization 

problem of OT selection can make the OT sampling unfeasible: to find the optimized set of n 

trajectories out of the m Morris trajectories, the total number of possible combinations is 

calculated as m!/[n!*(m-n)!]. In some cases the number of combinations could be huge. For 

example, when n = 10, m = 200, there are over 2.2×10
16

 combinations. In a case like this, 

although running the model might be computationally feasible, it is unfeasible for a normal 

PC to check all possible combinations to find the OT. In this paper, we improve the OT 

sampling approach to overcome such drawback. The details are given in the next section. 

 

3. Quasi-Optimized Trajectories based Elementary Effects Method 
 

3.1. Introduction to the Algorithm 

In this paper, we develop the quasi-Optimized Trajectories based Elementary Effects 

(quasi-OTEE) method. This method inherits the same measures of the original EE approach 

for screening parameters, but overcomes the aforementioned combinatorial optimization 

problem of the OT sampling, i.e., the quasi-OT sampling significantly improves the efficiency 

in data sampling. The algorithm of the quasi-OT sampling is described below. 

In order to find the n “optimal” trajectories, a set (named Sm) of m Morris trajectories, i.e., 

T1, T2, …, Tm, is randomly generated in the input space. According to Eq. (7), the distance 

matrix for all trajectories is defined as: 
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In the first step, the total distance (i.e., DSm) of the m trajectories belonging to Sm is 

calculated as: 
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           (10) 

In the second step, all trajectory sets that contain m-1 trajectories are generated based on Sm. 

In total there are m possible sets, named Sm-1(1), Sm-1(2), …, Sm-1(m) respectively. The 

trajectory set Sm-1(p)
 
(1 ≤ p ≤ m) contains all trajectories in Sm except the trajectory Tp (for 

example, Sm-1(1) = {T2, T3, …, Tm}). The total distance of the m-1 trajectories belonging to set 

Sm-1(p)
 
is calculated as: 

1

2 2

( ) ,1m m i p

m

S p S T Ti
D D d

 
           (11) 

Then the trajectory set Sm-1(H1) = {T1
H1, T2

H1, …, Tm-1
H1} (1 ≤ H1 ≤ m) that has the highest 

total distance is selected as the optimal set in this step. 

In the third step, based on Sm-1(H1), we can enumerate all trajectory sets containing m-2 

trajectories, i.e., Sm-2(1), Sm-2(2), …, Sm-2(m-1), and find the optimal set Sm-2(H2) (1 ≤ H2 ≤ m-1) 

with the m-2 most spread trajectories in Sm-1(H1).  

In the next step, we do the same but based on Sm-2(H2), etc. In each step except the first one, 

the total distance is calculated based on the total distance derived in the previous step. For 

example, if the optimal set Sm-r(Hr) is found and it contains the m-r most spread trajectories, 

i.e., T1
Hr

, T2
Hr

, …, Tm-r
Hr

, then in the next step, the total distance of the m-r-1 trajectories in set 

Sm-r-1(p
Hr

) is calculated as:  

1

2 2

( )( ) 1 ,
H H Hr r rm r rm r pi

m r
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          (12) 

where 1 ≤ r ≤ m-n-1, 1 ≤ p ≤ m-r, and Sm-r-1(p
Hr

) is the set containing all trajectories in Sm-r(Hr) 

except trajectory Tp
Hr 

(notice that the superscript Hr is used here just for the ease of describing 

different subsets based on the optimal set Sm-r(Hr), while the trajectories remain the same). 

Compared to Eq. (10), Eq. (12) saves significant computational effort in enumerating the 

combinations of any two trajectories belonging to set Sm-r-1(p
Hr

) when calculating the total 

distance. Hence, the computational cost of each additional step is greatly reduced. 

The number of trajectories within the optimal trajectory set is decreased by one after each 

step. Finally, there is a set Sn(Hm-n) containing the n most spread trajectories from the previous 

optimal set Sn+1(Hm-n-1). As these n trajectories are not necessarily the same ones found by the 

aforementioned OT approach, they are called herein quasi-Optimized Trajectories (quasi-OT). 

In the quasi-OT generation process, only m-1 possible combinations need to be considered 

when picking Sm-1(H1) from Sm, and m-2 possible combinations are considered when picking 

Sm-2(H2) from Sm-1(H1), etc. The total number of combinations considered to get the final 

optimal set Sn(Hm-n) is (m-n+1)*(m+n)/2. This number is much smaller than the number of 

combinations required by the original OT approach (i.e., m!/[n!*(m-n)!]). Using the same 

example as in the last section, the quasi-OT approach requires only 20,055 combinations, 

much less than the 2.2×10
16

 combinations required by the original OT approach. 

 

3.2. Validation of the quasi-OTEE Approach 

Here we conduct two experiments to demonstrate the efficiency and accuracy of the quasi-

OTEE approach. The first experiment focuses on the performance of the proposed quasi-OT 

sampling algorithm, by cross-comparing it with the original OT sampling in [13] and a recent 

developed sampling approach in [14]. The second experiment aims to check the validity of 

the quasi-OTEE approach, by comparing its results with those obtained from the well-known 

variance-based approach. 
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1) Experiment 1 

In the first validation experiment 500 trajectory sets (i.e., cases) were randomly generated 

in the input space. Each set contained 20 Morris trajectories (i.e., m = 20). In each trajectory 

set, 10 trajectories (i.e., n = 10) were selected respectively via the original OT approach (i.e., 

Approach_1) proposed by Campolongo et al., [13], via the quasi-OT approach (i.e., 

Approach_2) proposed in this study, and via another optimized trajectory approach (i.e., 

Approach_3) proposed by Ruano et al. [14]. 

Since Approach_1 uses the exhaustive search algorithm to find the true OT, it often 

requires an extremely high computational cost. For the sake of cross-comparing the three 

approaches, we chose n = 10 and m = 20 in this validation test intentionally, so that it is 

computationally feasible with a normal PC (with a 2.80 GHz Intel Core i5 processor) to check 

all possible combinations with the original OT approach. Different settings of n and m might 

be considered in other tests when a High Performance Computer (HPC) is available, although 

similar conclusions are expected. The comparison results are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Comparison of the Three Trajectory Sampling Approaches 

 Approach_1 Approach_2 Approach_3 

Cases with no differences in trajectories 

compared to Approach-1 
-- 441 (88%) 15 (3%) 

Cases with a difference of 1 trajectory 

compared to Approach-1 
-- 42 (8%) 23 (5%) 

Maximum difference in trajectories 

compared to Approach-1 
-- 

4 trajectories 

in 1 case 

7 trajectories 

in 10 cases 

Average total distance obtained by the 10 

optimal trajectories  
3101.8 3100.7 3074.9 

Total computation time of the 500 cases 15278s 12s 14s 

Note: Approach_1 = original OT approach proposed by Campolongo et al. in [13] 

          Approach_2 = quasi-OT approach proposed in this paper 

          Approach_3 = approach proposed by Ruano et al. in [14] 

 
Table 1 shows that the quasi-OT are very close to the trajectories obtained by the original 

OT approach. In most cases (88%) the quasi-OT and the true OT are exactly the same. 

Moreover, the average total distances are almost the same. Compared with the trajectories 

obtained by the optimization approach presented in [14], although both approaches spent 

similar time in generating the trajectories, the quasi-OT always have higher dispersion (i.e., 

the total distance achieved is longer), which means they have less overlaps and hence can 

provide a better coverage of the input space. This can be explained as below. 

In Approach_3, a set of t trajectories (t ≤ n) with the highest Euclidean distance (see Eq. 

(7)) are first chosen from each row of the distance matrix (see Eq. (9)), and the final 

optimized trajectories are obtained by adding trajectories to this set through iterations (more 

details are given in [14]). However, as only the Euclidian distance but not the total distance 

(see Eq. (8)) is considered in the first step of Approach_3, it is possible that the t trajectories 
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are actually not the most spread trajectories. As an example, assume there are four trajectories 

(i.e., T1, T2, T3, and T4), and the Euclidean distances dT1,T2, dT1,T3, dT1,T4 are ordered as dT1,T2> 

dT1,T3> dT1,T4. Then in the first step of Approach_3, the trajectory set {T1, T2, T3} will be 

chosen because dT1,T2 and dT1,T3 are the two largest elements in the first row of the distance 

matrix. However, if dT1,T3 is just slightly larger than dT1,T4, but dT2,T3 << dT2,T4, the total distance 

DT1,T2,T3 (i.e., [0.5*(dT1,T2
2 

+dT1,T3
2 

+dT2,T3
2
)]

0.5
) can be much shorter than the total distance 

DT1,T2,T4 (i.e., [0.5*(dT1,T2
2
+dT1,T4

2
+dT2,T4

2
)]

0.5
). In such case, as the initial trajectory set found by 

Approach_3 is non-optimal, it is possible that the final trajectory set obtained would be less 

spread than the quasi-OT set obtained by Approach_2 (recall that the quasi-OT set is obtained 

by always discarding the worst trajectory in each iteration step). 

In addition, it is obvious in Table 1 that the quasi-OT sampling took the shortest 

computational time (12s) in this experiment, especially compared to the original OT sampling 

which took over 1,000 times longer. 

This experiment has shown that the sampling results from the quasi-OT are highly 

consistent with those from the original OT method in [13], and better than those from the 

approach introduced in [14]. In addition, the quasi-OT sampling has the highest efficiency 

(i.e., least computation time) among the three approaches, and this advantage is especially 

significant when compared to the original OT method. 

2) Experiment 2 

In the second validation experiment, we used a small synthetic network (see Figure 2) 

modeled in Aimsun. 

 

 

Figure 2. Layout of the Aimsun Network in the Second Validation Experiment 

We included 8 parameters for the SA in this experiment: vehicle reaction time (rT), vehicle 

reaction time at stop (rTs), vehicle length (vL), jam density (jD), give-way time (gWt), 

maximum acceleration (mA), random seed of the simulation (seed), and the demand factor 

(OD). Four model outputs were collected from the whole network: delay, density, traffic flow, 

and travel time. The SA using the variance-based approach (for details see [2]) was carried 

out first. It took 40,960 runs of the Aimsun model, and the results were used as reference. 

Then, 10 tests using the quasi-OTEE were performed. In each test, 50 quasi-OT were chosen 

from 500 randomly generated Morris trajectories. Every test with the quasi-OTEE took 450 

model runs.  
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The total sensitivity indexes (for details see [2]) calculated in the reference simulations 

with the variance-based approach are used to give the true rank of a parameter according to its 

importance (i.e., the most important parameter has the highest total sensitivity index). In the 

quasi-OTEE analysis, the sensitivity index μ* is used to sort the parameters from most 

important to least important (e.g., the parameter with the highest μ* is regarded as the most 

important parameter). The detection rates of the quasi-OTEE approach across different 

outputs and tests are obtained based on the results of the variance-based approach. A brief 

explanation of the method used to compute the detection rate is given below. 

Let V and Q be two parameters sets obtained with the variance-based approach and the 

quasi-OTEE approach respectively. Each set contains I parameters with the highest total 

sensitivity indexes or μ*. Then the quasi-OTEE detection rate of the I important parameters is 

calculated as the cardinality of the intersection of V and Q (i.e., V∩Q) divided by I.  

Figure 3 shows the aggregated results based on all outputs and tests. It is evident from the 

figure, the quasi-OTEE approach has a very high precision in identifying the important 

parameters of the model. In most cases, it can give the same results of the most important 

parameters as the variance-based approach, but with much less model runs (almost 1% of the 

total runs used by the variance-based approach). In other words, the quasi-OTEE approach is 

able to effectively find the whole set of important parameters and decide which parameters to 

discard. 

 

 

Figure 3. Detection Rates of Important Parameters in the Second Validation Experiment. 
Results are Aggregated Across all Outputs and Tests 

To sum up, the two validation experiments have shown that: 1) the quasi-OT sampling 

significantly improves the efficiency of the original OT sampling in [13]; 2) the sampling by 

quasi-OT is better than the sampling approach proposed in [14] in terms of more space 

coverage; and 3) the quasi-OTEE has very high precision in identifying important parameters, 

comparable with the variance-based approach but with much less computational cost. Thus, 

the quasi-OTEE can be considered as an ideal approach for the preliminary SA of 

computationally expensive models, especially when it is unfeasible to apply the variance-

based techniques from the beginning. 

 

4. Case study: Sensitivity Analysis of Zurich Network in VISSIM 
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4.1. Case Study Background 

In this section we illustrate the application of the proposed quasi-OTEE approach with a 

case study. For that we employ a VISSIM network of Zurich, Switzerland. This network 

encompasses the city downtown, with a total area of around 2.6 km
2
. It is a complex urban 

layout with narrow streets, hills, mixed transportation modes, a large amount of pedestrians, 

etc. Due to these complexities, the simulation has a very high computational demand (around 

30 minutes for a 1-hour traffic simulation), especially when compared to the studies that 

simulate individual links, single intersections or a few intersections along a single road (e.g., 

[17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]] and [23]). To make the calibration of this complex model 

feasible, the SA is employed prior to the calibration for identifying the highly influential 

parameters. 

Since the number of parameters contained in the original model is too large (192 

parameters, see [24]), it is hard to make any SA feasible. Thus, an initial screening was 

performed first to narrow the set of critical parameters. The first cut from 192 parameters in 

the original model down to 148 was based on the study of Zurich inner city’s traffic patterns 

and characteristics, model intended uses, and available data. For example, parameters related 

to bicycle lanes were discarded because bicycles were not included in the model. Then the 

remaining 148 parameters were classified based on previous studies, common sense, and our 

own experience: 55 parameters were obtained directly from the macroscopic traffic demand 

model, and another 79 parameters were regarded as not very influential or not highly variable, 

so they were fixed to their default values in all simulations. At last, 14 parameters (see Table 

2) were chosen as the most critical SA parameters. These parameters were then used for the 

subsequent analysis with the quasi-OTEE approach. 

Table 2. 14 Parameters used in the Sensitivity Analysis 

# Parameter Range Unit 

1 Average Standstill Distance [1, 3] m 

2 Additive Part of Desired Safety Distance [0, 4] -- 

3 Multiplicative Part of Desired Safety Distance [1, 5] -- 

4 Maximum Deceleration (Own) [-6, -2] m/s2 

5 Accepted Deceleration (Own) [-1.5, -0.5] m/s2 

6 -1 m/s2 per Distance (Own) [50, 150] m 

7 Max. Deceleration (Trailing) [-5, -1] m/s2 

8 Accepted Deceleration (Trailing) [-1.5, -0.5] m/s2 

9 -1 m/s2 per Distance (Trailing) [50, 150] m 

10 Minimum Headway [0.3, 1] m 

11 Safety Distance Reduction Factor [0, 1] -- 

12 Maximum Deceleration for Cooperative Braking [-5, -1] m/s2 

13 Lane Change Distance [150, 250] m 

14 Emergency Stop Distance [3, 7] m 

 

4.2. Design of Sensitivity Analysis 

In this case study, the SA aimed at finding the parameters whose variation had the greatest 

impact on travel time. For this, 20 road sections in the inner city of Zurich (Figure 4) were 

chosen as the travel time measurement sections.  

The simulation resolution (i.e., the number of times the vehicle’s position is calculated 

within one simulated second) was set to 10 as required by the adaptive signal control program 

used by the city of Zurich. For each simulation, based on the quasi-OT sampling, the 14 

parameters took values from uniform distributions within the ranges shown in Table 2. All 
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other VISSIM parameters were set to their default values [24], or to the values derived from 

the demand model. 

The vehicles’ travel time for passing through each road section were measured for a period 

of one hour after a 15-minutes warm-up period. As the lengths of the twenty travel time 

measurement sections are not the same, we used the Travel Time per Meter Travelled (TTMT, 

calculated as travel time divided by the length of the corresponding section, and equivalent to 

the inverse of the speed) to aggregate the results measured from different sections. The final 

sensitivity indexes are accordingly computed based on the TTMT aggregated over all sections. 

 

 

Figure 4. Travel Time Measurement Sections 

4.3. Computational Cost Estimation 

The quasi-OTEE analysis in this case study used 40 quasi-OT that were selected from 500 

random Morris trajectories. As there were 14 parameters involved in the SA, in total 600 

simulations were required in this case study. The total computation time was around 12 days 

(including 20 minutes for the quasi-OT selection). Below are some rough estimates of the 

computational costs of different EE approaches described in Section 2 (using the same PC as 

in Section 3.2): 

 EE method using 200 random samples for each parameter: 116 days 

 EE method with 200 Morris trajectories: 62 days 

 EE method with 40 true OT: 12 days + 5*10
44

 days for the selection of true OT 

Therefore, if considering that the computation time has been greatly reduced by the quasi-

OTEE, although it does not guarantee exactly the same data sampling points as the true OT, 

the quasi-OTEE is a good compromise between accuracy and efficiency. 

Notice that it is possible to use a HPC (e.g., 50G cores with parallel computing) to 

overcome the computation problem described above. However, the cost and availability of the 

HPC, and the limits from the simulation itself (e.g., software compatibility with the HPC, 

security considerations in transferring the data) should not be neglected. Furthermore, even if 
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a HPC is available, the quasi-OTEE approach still has its own advantages due to its high 

efficiency. Compared to the same number of randomly generated Morris trajectories, the 

quasi-OT will surely have less overlaps and provide a better coverage of the sampling space. 

Compared to the true OT, due to the high efficiency of the quasi-OTEE, when spending the 

same computational cost, a much bigger set of the original Morris trajectories (see Section 2.2 

and 2.3) could be considered with the quasi-OT sampling (i.e., mquasi-OT >> mtrue_OT). Using a 

bigger set of the original Morris trajectories could lead to a more thorough exploration of the 

sampling space, and further increase the reliability of the results.  

 

4.4. SA Results 

The SI (i.e., μ*, μ, and σ of EE) were calculated after finishing the 600 simulations. The 

results for all 14 parameters are plotted in Figure 5. It should be noted that the SI values 

presented in Figure 5 are context dependent [11], and their scale could be totally different in 

other studies (e.g., [12] and [13]). Hence, when analyzing the results, the practitioners shall 

not focus on any particular value/scale of the SI, but the relative differences among them. To 

the authors’ knowledge, there is currently no quantitative technique for interpreting the results 

rather than qualitatively comparing the SI of different parameters. 

For the ease of demonstrating the results, the parameters with similar SI in the μ*-σ plot 

(Figure 5a) were grouped by using the K-Means Clustering approach [25]. Five clusters were 

determined accordingly: 

• Cluster 1: Parameter 2 (μ* ≈ 0.113, σ ≈ 0.089); 

• Cluster 2: Parameter 1 (μ* ≈ 0.081, σ ≈ 0.107); 

• Cluster 3: Parameter 3 (μ* ≈ 0.072, σ ≈ 0.073); 

• Cluster 4: Parameters 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13 and 14 (μ* ≈ 0.065, σ ≈ 0.102); 

• Cluster 5: Parameters 7 and 11 (μ* ≈ 0.051, σ ≈ 0.068). 

Parameters 7 and 11 in Cluster 5 have the lowest μ* and σ, therefore they are categorized 

as the least influential parameters, i.e., they have the least amount of interactions with other 

parameters and the model output is rarely influenced by their variations. It is also clear that 

Parameter 2 has the highest μ*, hence it is considered as the most influential parameter. 

Moreover, Parameter 1 has the second highest μ* but the highest σ, which indicates that the 

variation of this parameter can cause strong non-linearity effects and/or interactions with 

other parameters. Therefore, Parameter 1 is also considered as one of the most influential 

parameters. 

To examine the sensitivity of the rest parameters, we plotted a wedge formed by two lines 

corresponding to μ = ±2SEM (Standard Error of the Mean, calculated as σ/ n  where n is the 

sample size, in this case 40) in the μ-σ plot (Figure 5b). According to [11], the variation of 

any parameter lying outside the wedge will surely influence the model output, independently 

of its adopted value, the range of the variation, and the adopted values of the other parameters. 

Therefore, Parameter 3 is also one influential parameter, although comparing to Parameters 1 

and 2 its variation has fewer impacts on the model output, and it is less correlated with other 

parameters. As for the parameters belonging to Cluster 4, a comparison between Figure 5a 

and Figure 5b shows that they all have relatively low μ but high μ* and σ. This indicates that 

these parameters will have both positive and negative effects depending on the adopted values 

of other parameters. Therefore, in order to avoid the Type II error (i.e., considering an 

important parameter as non-important, see [2]), it is reasonable to expand the set of most 

influential parameters by including Parameters 4, 13 and 14 (i.e., the parameters with the 

highest μ* and σ in Cluster 4) in this study. However, this may require extra efforts in the next 

steps of the analysis (e.g., model calibration). 
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Figure 5. (a) Plots of μ* versus σ of the EE with Respect to TTMT for the 14 
Parameters. The Plots are separated into 5 Clusters based on the K-Means 

Clustering. (b) Plots of μ versus σ of the EE with Respect to TTMT for the 14 
Parameters. Lines in the Figure Correspond to μ = ±2SEM 

It is worth mentioning that the boundary lines in Figure 5b were arbitrarily selected in this 

case as well as in [11] and [14]. Hence, other studies may use different thresholds according 

to their specific needs. To find the proper thresholds, one feasible way is to include some 

parameters with known sensitivity information in the EE calculation, so the boundaries can be 

determined based on the corresponding SI of these parameters. 

To sum up, based on the above SA results, the variations of Parameters 1, 2, 3 (from car-

following model), 4 (from lane-changing model), and 13 and 14 (from lane model) are prone 

to have the greatest impact on travel time as found in this case study. It is rather difficult to 

explain the choice of the six parameters from the physical point of view, since like many 

other commercial simulators, the non-open source nature of VISSIM also hinders the model 

users to learn its internal calculation process. Yet, this further highlights the value of the SA 

approach proposed here, through which the complex relationships among parameters in this 

“black box” can be efficiently discovered. 

Finally, we want to caution that the above case study is just used to illustrate the 

application of the proposed quasi-OTEE approach. The influential parameters discussed here 

may not necessarily be the same ones in other VISSIM SA studies, as different settings of the 
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same model (e.g., changes in network layout) could drive minor changes in the results. For 

example, the SA performed in the studies [26] and [27] were also based on the travel time of 

the same model, but used a slightly modified network layout, different signal control logic, 

and simulation resolutions. Hence, the found sets of influential parameters were slightly 

different (e.g., although Parameters 1, 2, 3 and 13 also belong to the set of most influential 

parameters in [26] and [27], their ranks were not exactly the same). In addition, as the original 

EE approach also takes the statistical distribution assumed for each input parameter as an 

uncertain factor into account (for details see [2]), the parameters’ ranges and distributions (see 

Table 2) can also have strong impacts on the final SA results. 

Nevertheless, this case study has shown that the quasi-OTEE approach is able to deal with 

the SA of computationally expensive models such as VISSIM, and it can give reasonable 

sensitivity results with relatively cheap computational cost, which is ideal when other SA 

techniques are too expensive to be applied from the beginning. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper we developed the quasi-OTEE method based on the Elementary Effects (EE) 

method. Through computing and comparing the Sensitivity Indexes, this approach can 

efficiently screen the most influential parameters in a complex model. 

The two validation experiments showed that: (i) Sampling with quasi-OT is much more 

efficient than with the original OT [13]. (ii) The quasi-OT can achieve better coverage of the 

input space than other OT modifications proposed in the literature (e.g., [14]). (iii) The quasi-

OTEE approach has a very high precision in identifying the important parameters.  

The SA performed for the Zurich network in VISSIM, a complex microscopic traffic 

model with many parameters, further highlighted the advantages of this method. By applying 

the quasi-OTEE approach, the most influential parameters in the case study were properly 

identified, while the computation time was greatly reduced.  

To summarize, the quasi-OTEE approach can be used in finding the important parameters, 

and deciding which parameters to discard in model calibration. Due to its high efficiency and 

accuracy, it is ideal for the preliminary SA of computationally expensive models, especially 

when those quantitative, yet more complex SA techniques (e.g., variance-based approaches) 

are unfeasible. It can be used as a stand-alone tool when the purpose of the study is to find the 

important parameters rather than their sensitivity ranks. It could also be used to set the 

foundation for other quantitative techniques if a more refined analysis is desired afterwards 

(e.g., investigate the non-negligible interactions, identify the correct sensitivity ranks of 

influential parameters). Furthermore, since the quasi-OTEE is a general SA approach, 

independent of any specific traffic model, it can be applied as a practical and efficient 

screening tool for any computationally expensive model in the wider scientific community. 

The future research could be devoted to converting this screening approach into a 

quantitative SA approach based on the same design and sampling process, so that the results 

from SA could actually be further used for more in-depth investigations of the input 

parameters. 
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